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engageable by the rotor and that can be brought into meshed engagement with the teeth of a toroidal-cavity rotor by means of a cammed lever. In a
known electric motor of this kind (German Patent Disclosure DE-OS 31 16 660), which is equipped with a drive pinion designed as a conical planet

pinion, it is provided that the cammed lever has a conical shape so that when it is brought into meshed engagement with the teeth of the toroidal-cavity
rotor, it cams the planet pinion over its entire periphery. The rotor of this known electric motor is in particular a so-called xe2x80x9cWxe2x80x9d rotor,

and is designed as a toroidal-cavity rotor, whose rotor is a substantially W rotor with three pole modules, a tooth of the W rotor meshing with a
substantially W planet pinion. To bring the planet pinion into meshed engagement with the teeth of the toroidal-cavity rotor, a cammed lever is pivotally
mounted in the radial direction on the drive pinion, which is equipped with a cammed cam surface. As a result of the convex shape of the cammed cam
surface, the cammed lever is in the displaced state essentially in the axial direction, that is to say, along the rotor, and so it cams the planet pinion over

its entire periphery, without the planet pinion colliding with the teeth of the toroidal-cavity rotor. It is an object of the invention to provide an electric
motor of the above-mentioned kind in which the planet pinion is brought into meshed engagement with the teeth of the toroidal-cavity rotor simply and

quietly, with low forces, and with small and structurally simple
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